PEF Summer, At Home Edition – Lesson Plan
Class: Intro to K and First

Grade Band: K and 1st

Teacher: Mrs. Mably

Lesson: June & July Calendar

Objectives: Students will write numbers 1Materials: Printed calendar or
31 and create a picture to match the season. white paper, pencil
Process:
1.Draw a rectangle to fit the blank paper.
2.Using a ruler, draw six horizontal (sideways) lines and Write the days of the week,
starting at the left,
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday.
Underline the days of the week.
5. Using a ruler, draw a vertical line after Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
6. Starting with Monday for June, Write the number 1. Each box will have a number
until you reach the
number 30. If you have squares left over after the number 30 or 31, put an X in those
boxes.
Completing your calendar Printed or Homemade
Write or trace the numbers if they are already there, 1-30,0r 1-31.
Using a color trace with a crayon. And count the numbers out loud.
Create picture to match the Summer Season! You may use white paper and draw a
Summer picture
using 5 colors. Or you may use construction paper and create a Summer picture,
Suggestion: Using green for grass, blue for sky, Yellow for the sun, Brown for the
trunk of the
tree. You may use many colors for flowers, or the beach, fish.
Extension: Color every other box making an AB pattern. AB uses two colors. For
example: Red,
blue, red, blue,, or orange and green, etc, Any color combination will work.
Vocabulary:
Vertical Lines: Up and Down on the page., Horizontal Lines:
sideways on the page, Season: Time of the year in June and July which is
Summer.
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